NCOA4-RET and TRIM27-RET Are Characteristic Gene Fusions in Salivary Intraductal Carcinoma, Including Invasive and Metastatic Tumors: Is "Intraductal" Correct?
Intraductal carcinoma (IC) is the new WHO designation for tumors previously encompassed by "low-grade cribriform cystadenocarcinoma" and "low-grade salivary duct carcinoma." The relationship of IC to salivary duct carcinoma (SDC) is controversial, even though they are considered to be distinct entities. IC is a rare low-grade malignant salivary gland neoplasm with histopathological features reminiscent of atypical ductal hyperplasia or ductal carcinoma in situ of the breast, showing diffuse S100 protein and mammaglobin positivity, while it is partially defined genetically. Recently, RET rearrangements including NCOA4-RET and TRIM27-RET have been described in IC. Here, we genetically characterize the largest cohort of IC to date (33 cases) including 8 cases with focal or widespread invasive growth and 1 case with lymph node metastasis. Thirty-three cases of IC were analyzed by next-generation sequencing (NGS) using the FusionPlex Solid Tumor kit (ArcherDX). Identified gene fusions were confirmed using fluorescence in situ hybridization break-apart and fusion probes and an reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction designed specifically for the detected breakpoints. Ten cases of SDC were analyzed for comparison using NGS panels that detect mutations and fusion transcripts. NGS analysis detected an NCOA4-RET fusion transcript in 11 cases of intercalated duct-type IC joining exon 7 or 8 of NCOA4 gene and exon 12 of the RET gene. Eight cases of IC had an invasive growth pattern, including one with widespread invasion and lymph node metastasis. Three invasive ICs harbored an NCOA4-RET fusion transcript, while 1 case was negative, and 2 cases were not analyzable. In addition, a novel TRIM27-RET fusion transcript between exon 3 of TRIM27 and exon 12 of RET was identified in 2 cases of IC with apocrine features, and one of them displayed invasive growth. Two IC cases with invasive growth harbored novel fusions TUT1-ETV5 and KIAA1217-RET, respectively. A total of 42.4% of the cases in this series of IC harbored fusions involving RET. Such fusion transcripts were not detected in any of the 10 SDC cases. We have confirmed NCOA4-RET as a predominant fusion in intercalated duct-type IC, including 3 cases with invasive growth pattern. A novel finding in our series was a case of widely invasive intercalated duct-type IC, with a single lymph node metastasis that revealed an NCOA4-RET fusion transcript. We also demonstrated that a subset of apocrine ICs harbored a TRIM27-RET gene fusion, including one case with invasive growth. In contrast, neither NCOA4-RET nor TRIM27-RET fusions were detected in any tested SDCs. Thus, the distinct molecular findings in IC and SDC support that the tumors are separate malignant salivary tumor entities. The presence of tumor-type-specific NCOA4-RET or TRIM27-RET translocations in a subset of widely invasive carcinomas with intercalated duct-like immunoprofiles suggests that a recharacterization of IC including its redesignation as "intercalated duct carcinoma, invasive or noninvasive" may be appropriate.